
AN EXAMINATION OF THE CHARACTER CHANGE OF OEDIPUS

Free Essay: Oedipus the King - The Character Transformations of Oedipus The theater was one way in which the ideas
of knowledge and truth were examined. the entire course of a story trying tirelessly and unsuccessfully to change that.

Here, Sophocles portrays Oedipus as a tyrant of sorts; indeed the peoples' greatest blessing has become their
worst curse. Three points can be used to make this argument: Creon suffers. The end of Oedipus the King was
the beginning of Antigone. Oedipus and Creon, the two the tragic heroes, have ignorance built up inside of
them, though both are different. It is through suffering that we are able to reveal ourselves most completely.
The theater was one way in which the ideas of knowledge and truth were examined. As Oedipus grows in
terrifying self-knowledge, he changes from a prideful, heroic king at the beginning of the play, to a tyrant in
denial toward the middle, to a fearful, condemned man, humbled by his tragic fate by the end. Therefore,
Oedipus proves that a tragic hero can exist in the structure of a monomyth. A temple priest reveals the respect
the Thebans have for their king when he tells Oedipus, "You freed us from the Sphinx, you came to Thebes
and cut us loose from the bloody tribute we had paid that harsh, brutal singer. Her insistence on her desire
beyond the limits of reason make her appear ugly and abject. Throughout the text Tiresias and the Chorus to
help Creon see the errors he has made, but he is blinded by his stubbornness. Sophocles shows the sudden
change in his protagonist's persona when Oedipus condemns himself, saying, "I stand revealed at last-cursed
in my birth, cursed in marriage, cursed in the lives I cut down with these hands! Let me grant your prayers" 
But as time progresses their personalities and even their fates grow more and more similar. Although,
Antigone resemble Oedipus the King in many faces such as it is a tragic Drama, also it has two tragic
protagonists, Antigone and Creon. Similarly, he blames Creon for conspiracy and treason, charging, "I see it
all, the marauding thief himself scheming to steal my crown and power! The play Oedipus Rex by Sophocles
includes different rulings of two kings who are different but alike in some ways. Yet the transformation of
Oedipus' character is most clearly demonstrated when he chooses to gouge out his eyes. Oedipus is also a hero
that goes through a heroic journey. Though Oedipus' fate is determined, the reader still feels sympathy for the
tragic hero, believing that somehow he doesn't deserve what ultimately comes to him. Yet Oedipus is not
quick to blame himself for the plague of the city-indeed he tries to place the burden onto others as he
continues his investigation, blindly trusting his own superior ability while ignoring the damaging evidence that
surrounds him. When Oedipus succeeds, freeing the city from the Sphinx's evil reign, he becomes instantly
famous and known for his bravery and intelligence. Indeed Oedipus is idealized by the Thebans, yet at times
he seems to spite the gods, assuming authority that normally belongs to them. He becomes arrogant and brash.
In order to combat these relevant issues society has implemented different systems over the years. For one
reason or another, we are often held to be below tragedy-or tragedy above us.


